
Pleiadian Template Report

As most of you know, I’ve spent the last few days familiarizing myself with Dave’s new Pleiadian 
Template length, so it’s now time to share my findings with the group. 

In general the best way to express my feelings is WOW! This takes the concept of the GL rods to the next 
level. 

I started out in the simplest way; just setting my caliper to the short length and simply sliding a 9X coil  
between the caliper jaws. When I did this, the level of energy from the coil quadrupled. Instead of  
having to hold the coil near my lips to sense the GL energy, it leaped out to encompass my entire face 
while it was lying on my desk more than a foot away! 

Next, I simply hung the caliper over the end of an 8” length of 2” diameter stainless steel tubing that I  
had handy for another project, and it also lit up with the energy. I could sense to at a distance of 6-8”  
from the surface, and anywhere along its length.

Next, I did the same thing with a 5.5 foot length of SS tubing and got the same results. It was something 
of a pleasure to just sit close to this tube and feel the energy covering my entire body. 

At this point I was pretty much sold on the idea so I started to consider ways to implement this similar to 
what we’d done with the GL rods, so it could be shared with others. My first thought was to just cut rods 
to the length and see how they’d work, so I proceeded to cut copper and aluminum wire to the longer 
length that Dave recommended. I was very surprised that neither of these rods really radiated much 
energy at all. But then I started to notice that I was feeling energy hitting the left side of my body. There 
were a bunch of GL rods laying there that I had recently made. So checking them I found that they were 
all radiating very strongly, and that just by having the copper length near them they were picking and 
radiating back the PT frequency. So I touched the copper rod to some of them and that even boosted 
the energy more. My big stainless steel caliper was on the desk near these rods and it was radiating just 
as strongly as the GL aluminum pieces were. 

I still had the long SS tube nearby so I laid the copper rod on top of it and it also lit right up, but at a level  
maybe 10 times stronger than with just the calipers hanging on it. This was really amazing to me. I’m 
sitting at my desk writing emails and all the little GL pieces were sending energy into my left side, and 
the long SS tube was doing the same on my right side. I was virtually in the middle of an energy sauna. 
The only downside I could see was that I was really getting chilled. My den is at the end of the house and 
I never really heat it up over about 60°F., and rely on heavier clothing to remain comfortable. Well, the 
energy had me shivering, so I mentioned it to Dave and Arno; and Arno came right back and said that 
was normal – that whenever your body is flushing out crap you’ll feel cold. Sure enough, in a few hours I  
learned that he was right.  

During this time I noticed that my feet and legs felt especially cold on my right side and I looked down 
and there was a 200 foot roll of aluminum wire and some smaller lengths of copper wire that I recently 
bought to cut into rods. So I reached over and found that all of it was also radiating energy, and quite 
strongly, because it was really a significant mass of both metals involved. My sauna had expanded. 



About this time I began to get a little nervous about where this was heading so I removed the copper 
rod from the big tube in an attempt to shut it down. But nothing changed. I waited about an hour and 
when nothing had changed at that point I took the copper rod out of the house and set it on a fencepost 
about 75-100 feet from my den. Then things finally began to slowly drop a little. But even the next 
morning there was some residual energy emanating from the copper and the aluminum wire. The SS 
had gone almost dead by then, but was still picking up a little energy from the nearby wire. I separated 
them a bit and the SS finally went completely dead. 

All this was a little scary, so I was having some second thoughts about telling everyone about this 
experience, so I discussed it with Dave and Arno to see what they thought. The outcome of the 
discussion was that all the group members are adults fully capable of making their own decisions, and 
some of the members were desperately in need of this level of healing energy, so I’m writing this to 
share all that I’ve learned. Besides, none of us are into keeping secrets.

Now to get to the crux of the matter – what did this level of exposure do for me? Some of you know that 
I’m no longer a spring chicken. I’m 71 years old! Over the course of about the last year I’ve been slowly 
suffering from a steadily increasing level of back pain. It had gotten so bad that I recently bought an 
inversion table in the hopes that it might help with the problem. I think it did slow the progression some, 
but I wasn’t really getting any better. Well, the morning after I had spent about 5 hours immersed in this  
energy there was a major change in the level of pain in my back. I would guess perhaps a 60% reduction 
in the level. And for the first time in a long time I was able to get up and freely move around without 
going through a 15 minute period of bending and stretching to get my back to transition from the 
horizontal to the vertical. I simply got up and went about my business. Now I no longer have that 
hunchback appearance that was getting worse. I can actually stand up straight again. 

Along with this there was a noticeable reduction in shoulder pain. One has a torn rotator cuff. The pain 
is down and it almost feels like there are ongoing repairs taking place constantly now.

Being in the field had a noticeable effect on my digestion process. Things seemed to just speed up a 
little. My ability to digest food had improved a lot recently after I had started to wear at least one GL rod 
most of the time. Using the coil as a pendant seems to be the best approach for this problem. 

Another thing that I noticed after having the long SS tube to the left of my chair for awhile was that my 
left hip and knee started to feel “loose”. Getting up after sitting there for awhile, I at first had a little  
trouble walking. It was like a sense of vertigo. This went away after a few minutes of walking around. It  
was like re-learning to walk. I think this was likely a result of some significant decalcification that took 
place in the joints. The next day this sensation was pretty much gone and I was walking normally. 

I have a few suggestions on using this new length. First of all, the ability to impress the frequency on 
other metal objects is a real plus in expanding the area of coverage and the strength of the field. The 
increase in strength is most likely due to the increase of mass of the metal involved. There’s some 
advantage to using stainless steel to do this because the field appears to build up fastest in it, and it also 
drops back off the fastest when you want it to. Copper or copper bearing alloys such as brass or bronze 
seems to work best at impressing the field onto other metals. I’ve gotten a little testing done on small  
pieces of each and I’m a little partial to the bronze. I located some bronze bushings with a ¼” ID at the 
local hardware store and bought enough to make some small “beads” that slip right onto the aluminum 
wire that I’ve been using for the GL rods. A coil with a bead on it is very pleasant to wear. There’s not a 



whole lot of mass involved in the 2 pieces. A 9x coil with a bead on it provides a nice gentle energy to 
the body. The energy spreads rapidly throughout the entire body, clear out to the fingers and toes to 
provide excellent coverage. And if you place the coil onto a larger piece of metal, it’ll light it up just like 
the longer copper PT rod did. In fact, the only thing I don’t like about the little bead is that it’s so small  
that it’ll be easy to lose if it’s not on a larger piece. And also I was too energized when wearing it to fall  
asleep, so I don’t think it’ll be a good idea to try to wear this all night.  I’ve attached a picture of the coil 
with the bronze PT bead on it. 

I plan to go back to the hardware store in a day or two and buy the rest of the bushings that they have in  
stock, so I’ll be able to make up more beads for anyone who wants them, until that supply is exhausted. 
I still need to find a place to buy them in bulk. Since the beads are as much effort to make as any other 
rod, my plan is to price them the same as all the rest of the rods. At this point it might be a good idea to 
reappraise the set of rods, so I’m open to suggestions from anyone on what they think a new version of 
the set should include along with the PT bead and coil. 


